Of the revolution brought about by chloroform in every branch of surgery it is needless now to speak ; but it is worth noting how the news was received forty years ago.
First it should be observed that Simpson never claimed to have "invented" or "discovered" chloroform. Various attempts have been made and articles written to take from him an honour which he never sought. " Chloroform,"
he says, " was first discovered and described at nearly the same time by Soubeiran (1831) , and Liebig (1832); its composition was first accurately ascertained by the distinguished French chemist, Dumas, in 1835." The distinction which belongs to Simpson?and surely it is a most honourable one?was that after testing its qualities by various experiments, he introduced it into practice, and gave the boon of immunity from pain to the suffering world. " They "?the original discoverers?" had no idea that the substance to which they called the attention of their chemical brethren could or would be turned to any practical purpose, or that it possessed any physiological or therapeutic effect upon the animal economy. . . .
Here, then, we have a substance which in the first instance was merely interesting as a matter of scientific economy and research, becoming rapidly an object of intense importance as an agent by which human suffering may be annulled and abolished under some of the most trying circumstances in which human nature is ever placed." Naturally, the paper which contained these remarks" (To be continued.)
